
 

Wendy Boglioli brings thirty years of speaking experience to her role as Genworth’s national 
spokesperson. Widely recognized for her world and Olympic record-setting accomplishments  

in swimming, Wendy has been regularly featured in various media, including the recent BBC  
documentary on the history of swimming with Michael Phelps and Mark Spitz, appearances on  
NBC’s Dateline, as well as on ABC, CBS, and Fox News. Wendy also appeared in an Emmy-nominated 
PBS documentary about the 1976 Olympics and the short and long term effects of performance  
enhancing drugs.

Wendy has served in numerous speakers’ organizations including The Women’s Sport Foundation, Sports 
Illustrated Speaker’s Bureau, the U.S. Olympic Committee’s Alumni Association as well as her own private 
organization. Together with her husband, Wendy served as the first female Head Coach of the Yale Univer-
sity Swim Team in 1980.

From the Olympics to Long Term Care Specialist 
Wendy’s team won the only gold medal in the women’s swimming events in the 1976 Olympics. In doing  
so they beat the heavily favored, and many say heavily doped, East German team. Wendy’s relay race is  
still one of the most notable in Olympic history.

Before the Olympics, Wendy’s father had become ill, and as a result, her parents were not able to see her 
win her first medal, a Bronze. Luckily, they were able to see her win the Gold. After the Olympics, Wendy’s 
father’s situation worsened, so Wendy began helping her family research nursing homes to prepare for her 
father‘s future needs. What Wendy found, among other things, was that the majority of the people in the 
homes were women - and that their savings had been depleted. Many had spent their lives caring for their 
loved ones, but now, in their time of need, there was no one available to care for them. And, for most of 
them the cost of in-home care was prohibitive. Wendy immediately began educating families and busi-
nesses about the importance of planning for long term care.

The Long Term Care Industry
Wendy has successfully marketed long-term care insurance for the past eleven years with Genworth  
and she is regarded as one of the industry’s fi nest representatives. Wendy gives numerous lectures and  
workshops every year, utilizing her speaking abilities and extensive industry knowledge.

True to the Genworth philosophy of Education and Awareness, Wendy has worked relentlessly to cater to 
advisors and consumers across the nation through her initiative, Live Financially Sound, Physically Strong.

Be sure to visit AskWendyB.com
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